
FLEXIBLE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR THE AFTERMARKET DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

Gain unprecedented 
insights and control your 
largest asset - inventory

Instantly track and 
analyze slow moving 
and dead stock 

Reduce inventory 
analysis and 
management to minutes’ 
vs hours or weeks

Arm managers with 
stunning dynamic 
reports that capture 
inventory trends

Dramatically improve 
stocking levels and 
profitability performance

AutoPowerBI – Inventory Analysis 
The AutoPowerBI Inventory Analysis advanced reporting and business 
intelligence solution is designed to provide aftermarket distributors 
dramatically greater inventory insight and control. AutoPowerBI is 
AutoPower’s new cloud-based business intelligence and advanced 
reporting platform designed specifically and exclusively for aftermarket 
warehouse distributors, heavy-duty service & repair shops and assembly 
rebuilders. This wealth of inventory information is accessible in seconds, 
thanks to an easy-to-use intuitive interface. 

Instantly understand what stock is on hand in your warehouse(s), how 
it’s being received and sold. The value of inventory cannot be overstated 
which is why our AutoPowerBI Inventory Analysis provides instant clarity 
and key performance indicators on stock quantities, part level demand, 
and inventory value across vendors and warehouses.
Benefits of AutoPowerBI – Inventory Analysis

• Large-scale visualization and data analysis of sales operations, 
updated daily

•  Live interactive dashboards and reports
• Instant reports on inventory metrics—by vendor, part number and 

location
• Accurate, daily information on inventory across many key 

performance indicators
• Intuitive excess inventory value drilldown ability
• View of turns by vendor / part number and location
• Easily spot dead stock and min-max performance trends

Benefits for Management
•  Uses the vast data assets stored in the AutoPower System to 

provide an inventory control and management advantage 
• Dramatically improved management visibility into all aspects of 

inventory operations
• Clear, compelling information on inventory valuations vs demand 

trends
•  Immediate accurate information on stocking levels providing 

better financial management of inventory assets
• More responsive inventory control
• Enhanced decision support and planning capabilities

Profit by Intention
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You know that dead stock impacts revenue and 
cash flow, takes up valuable warehouse space 
and may even threaten a business’s viability. 
AutoPowerBI inventory Analysis is designed to 
help you reduce the risk of accumulating dead 
stock and quickly identify excess stock  already 
in your warehouse

Enable your staff with a wealth of detailed 
inventory facts and they will save you tons 
of money, decrease you holding costs, and 
maximize the valuable shelf and warehouse 
space needed for your faster-selling parts
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Quickly Displays Dead Stock

Enables Quick Decisions

When it comes to inventory management, 
knowing exactly how much to order requires 
a mix of predictive data analysis, business 
experience and customer insights.

AutoPowerBI Inventory Analysis displays key 
inventory performance indicators that support 
quick and informed inventory management 
decisions.

One of our most popular inventory reports 
attacks dead stock by making it extreamly 
visiable.  

If you’re looking to create a more data-informed organization — and who isn’t today? 
AutoPowerBI Inventory Analysis solutions are exclusively designed for our industry 
and to help you track inventory and better manage what is probably your largest 
asset.  


